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Let K be any field and let K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) be the rational function field 
of n variables over K. A K-automorphism u of K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) is said to be 
monomial iff for 1 < i 6 n, 
f7(xi)=ai(o) fi x7,, 
j= 1 
(*I 
where (mii)I,i,,,n is an invertible n x n matrix with integer entries and 
where a,(a) E K\(O). If a,(c) = 1 Vi, then CJ is called purely monomial. It is 
proved in [6, Theorem] that if G is any finite group of monomial 
K-automorphisms of K(x,, x2) then its fixed held K(x,, x2)’ is rational 
( =purely transcendental) (over K). This does not generalize to the three 
variable case since the fixed field of the (order 4 cyclic group generated by 
the) monomial Q-automorphism o defined on Q(x,, x2, x3) by 
is not rational [S, last paragraph]. However, we prove here that the fixed 
field of every finite abeliun group of purely monomial K-automorphisms of 
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K(xi, x2, x3) is rational for all fields K. Again, this does not extend to the 
four variable case since the (order 4 cyclic group generated by the) purely 
monomial Q-automorphism CJ defined on Q(x,, .yZ, x3, x4) by 
is not rational [S, Lemma 3). 
In proving the above-mentioned result on purely monomial auto- 
morphisms, we are faced with certain affine ~-automorphisms. Recall that 
a ~-automorphism cr on K(xi, -)cZ, . .. . x,) is said to be a#Sze iff 
where A(o) is an invertible n x n matrix over K and B(o) an n x 1 matrix 
over K. If B(o) = 0, then (r is called linear and if A(o) is a lower triangular 
matrix, then r~ is called ~~~a~g~~a~ ( ffine). The property of afIine 
automorphisms that we need in proving our main result on pureiy 
monomial actions is the content of Theorem 2. It states that if G is a finite 
group of triangular afline K-automorphisms of K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) then its 
fixed field is rational. This theorem is a generalization of some well-known 
results about linear K-automorphisms. It is Fischer who shows that any 
finite abelian group of linear K-automorphisms on K(xi, x2, . . . . x,) admits 
a rational fixed subfield provided that K contains enough roots of unity 
[14, Section 63. On the other hand, when char(K) = p>O, then any 
finite p-group of linear ~-automorphisms on K(x,, .x2, . . . . x,) can be 
SimultaneousIy triangulated and hence admits a rational fixed subfield, a 
result proved first by Gaschutz [4]. Realizing that simultaneous triangula- 
tion is the crucial point for rationality, Miyata [ 111 gives a unified 
treatment of both Fischer’s and Gaschutz’s theorems by proving that 
the fixed field of any finite group of triangular linear automorphisms is 
rational. Our theorem is therefore the generalization of Miyata’s theorem 
on linear automorphisms to the case of affine ones. 
In fact we prove not only the rationality of fixed fields under triangular 
afline automorphisms, but also that of fixed fields under certain “flag” 
automo~hisms. Thus in Theorem 1, we prove that if G is a finite group of 
~-automorphisms of K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) such that Vo E G, 
4X,)~W,) 
c(xi) = a,(a)x, + b,(o) for 2Giin, 
where ai(b)EK(Xi, x2, . . . . xi-i)\(O) and bj(a)oK(x,,x,, . . . . xi-,), then 
the fixed field K(x,, x1, . . . . x,)~ is rational. Note that groups of “flag” 
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automorphisms of a more general type are studied by Triantaphyllou [ 163. 
Since the “flag” automorphisms that we consider stabilize the polynomial 
rings K(x,, . . . . xiPl)[xi] for 26i6n, then it becomes possible to adapt 
Hilbertsatz 90 in our situation. 
We organize this paper as follows. In Section 1, we prove the theorems 
on “flag” and aftine automorphisms. The main theorem on purely 
monomial automorphisms is presented in Section 2. Some variations of the 
theorem about “flag” automorphisms are discussed in Section 3. 
1. FLAG AND AFFINE ACTIONS 
THEOREM 1. Let K be any field, let K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) be the rational 
function field of n variables over K, and let G be a finite group of 
K-automorphisms of K(x,, x2, . . . . x,). Suppose that for each (T E G, 
dx,)~K(x,) 
o(xi)=ai(a)x,+b,(o) for 26iQn, 
where a,(a) E K(x,, x2, . . . . xi- ,)\{O} and hi(o) E K(x,, x2, . . . . xi- ,). Then 
the fixed field K(x,, x2, . . . . x,,)’ is purely transcendental over K. 
Proof: We prove the theorem by induction on n noting that the case 
n = 1 follows from Luorth’s theorem [9, p. 5223. 
Let L = K(x, , x2, . . . . x, _ ,) and let x = x,. We compute L(x)‘. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is faithful on L(x). Let 
H= {TEG:T(x~)=x~ for i= 1,2, . . . . n - 1 }. Then H is normal in G and 
L(x)G= (L(X)H)G’Y 
Define y by 
Then y is a polynomial of degree IHI in L(x) and 
L(X)H=(X1,X2r..~rX,-*,Y)=L(Y). 
We claim that a(y) = a(a)y + b(o) for all 0 E G/H, where a(o) E L\(O) and 
b(a) EL. In fact, for any CJ E G, 0 is a K-automorphism of L(y) and CJ sends 
L onto itself. By [9, p. 5211, a(y) should be of the form 
4 Y) = (ay + b)l(cy + 4 (1) 
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with a, 6, c, cl~ L and ad # bc. On the other hand, since 
o(y)= g fl T(X) = r-j m(x) 
( 1 reH TEN 
= IJH (a,(az)x + &(a~)), 
then o(y) is again a polynomial of degree 1 Fil in L[x]. Comparing the 
degrees (in x) of both sides of (l), we find that c = 0, thus proving our 
claim that c(y) = a(o)y + b(o) for all 0 E G/K 
We now proceed to find a (G/H)-fixed element y, such that 
L(y,)=L(y). Although the existence of such a yn is guaranteed by a 
theorem of Endo [7, Theorem 33, the following description of constructing 
yn is used in Section 3. 
Consider (a(o): @‘E G/H). This is a l-cocycle in I#‘(G/H, L\(O)). Note 
that G/H acts on L faithfully. By Hilbertsatz 90 [ 13, Proposition 2, p. 1501, 
!lcr E L\ {O) such that 
a(a) = cc/o(a) Vo E G/H. 
Let p= cry. Then L(y) = L(j) and a(j) = 9 -t c(o) ‘dam G/H, where 
C(G) E 1;. Again 
{c(o): (TE G/H} 
is a 1-cocycle in H’(G/H, L). By Noether’s Theorem, the additive version 
of Hiibertsatz 90, @E 3, such that 
C(@) = B - 48) Va E G/H. 
Let y, = 7 + /I. Then L(y) = L(y) = L( y,) and Q( yn) = yn Vo E G/H. Hence 
L(Y) G/H =I L( yn)G’H = L”/“( yJ. 
By induction, LGIH is purely transcendental over K. Hence the result. 
The afine version of Miyata’s theorem comes now as a special case of 
Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. Let K be any field, let K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) be the rational 
function field of n variables over K, and let G be a,finite group of triangular 
affine K-automorphisms of G,, x2, . . . . x,,). Then the fixed field 
K(x,, x2, . . . . X, jG is purely transcendental over K. 
The next theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 2. As we use it in 
the next section, we record it here for the sake of convenience. 
THEOREM 3. Let K be any field, let K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) be the rational 
function field of n variables over K, and let G he a ,finite group of aff;ne 
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K-automorphisms of K(x, , x2, . . . . x,,). For cr E G, define .4(o) by ( * *). 
Suppose that 
(1) A(rr)A(r)=A(r)A(o) VJb,7EG 
(2) Vu E G, aft the eigenvalues of A(a) lie in K. 
Then the fixed field K(x, , xz, . . . . x,) G is purely transcende~~taz over K. in 
particular, a group of affine automorphisms which is isomorphic to the KIein 
group, i.e., a non-cyclic group of order four, has a purely transcendental fixed 
field. 
Proof Conditions (1) and (2) ensure that {A(~):GEG} can be 
simultaneously triangulated over K. Hence we can apply Theorem 2. The 
last statement is immediate since a Kleinian group is abelian and since the 
eigenvalues of order 2 matrices are in f 1, - 11. 
2. MONOMIAL ACTIONS 
Let G be a finite abelian group of purely monomial K-automorphisms of 
the rational function field L = K(x, y, z). Then to every d E G corresponds 
a matrix (mu) in GL(3, Z) in the manner described by (*) (with the under- 
standing that n = 3, a,(a) = 1, x1 =x, x2 = y, xj = z), Let p: G + GL(3, Z) 
denote this correspondence. Since conjugation in GL(3, Z) corresponds to 
a change of the base (x, y, z3 of K(x, y, z), then p(G) is signi~cant only up 
to the conjugacy class it belongs to. Thus one may assume that p(G) is one 
of the 34 finite abelian subgroups of GL(3, Z) listed in [15]. (Note that the 
correction of [ 15 J made in [ 1) does not affect this discussion.) We now 
state and prove our result. 
THEOREM 4. Let K be any field, let K(x, y, z) be the rational function 
field of three variables over K, and let G be a finite abelian group of purely 
monomial K-automorphisms of K(x, y, z). Then the fixedfield K(x, y, z)” is 
purely transcendental over 1% 
Proof We use the same notation as above. If p(G) is cyclic, then G is 
rational by [S, Theorem 51. Thus we may assume that (the abelian) p(G) 
is not cyclic and is thus one of the 18 following groups (these are taken 





























































































GROUP ACTIONS ON RATIONAL FIELDS 
fn all these cases, we let 01, fi (and y) be the generators of G corre- 
spending (under p) to the generators A, B (and C) of pfG) = W,.(j). The 
rationality of LG is now established in a case-by-case manner with the 
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number of cases reduced and with the treatment of each case much 
simplified by the results of the previous section. We mention here that the 
proof of the rationality of I+‘,,( 174) given in Case 5 below is a modified 
form of a proof communicated to the first author by Endo [3], which in 
turn is a corrected version of an incorrect proof given in [ 12, pp. 159-1601. 
Case 1. p(G)=Wi(174) with i=5,6,7,8,9,10,11 or p(G)=W,(187) 
with i= 3,4. In each of these cases, we let 
5 = l/( 1 +x), rl=Ml+Y), [= l/(1 +z). 
Then it is clear that K(x, y, z) = K(& q, [) and that (the Klein group) G 
acts on K(t, ye, [) affrnely. Therefore G is rational by (the last sentence) of 
Theorem 3. To illustrate, we take p(G) = W,( 174). Then G = (x, b) acts 
on K(x, y, z) as 
c(: x+x, y-+ l/y,z+ l/z 
and it is easy to check tl!t ’ --) ” ” + -” ’ --) ’ . 
c(: t-t,q+-yI+l,i+-i+l 
P: r -+ 5, ‘I -+ L i + ‘I. 
Case 2. p(G)= W,,(174). Here G= (c1,B) with 
a: x+ I/x, y-z+ y 
8: x - y/x2, y -+ l/z -+ y. 
Let X=x(l+z)/(l+y). ThenK(x, y,z)=K(X, y,z)and 
a: x+ l/X, y+z+y 
p x+ l/X, y+ l/z+y. 
We now proceed exactly as in Case 1 above. In fact, the action of {Q$, /I} 
on {X, y, z} is identical with the action of {a, B} on {x, y, z} in the case 
p(G) = W,(174). Thus we have also shown that W,,(174) and W&174) are 
conjugate as subgroups of Aut, K(x, y, z). 
Case 2’. p(G)= W,,(174). Here G= (LY, fi) with 
cc: x + l/x, y -+ z -+ y 
/I: x + x, y -3 z/x, z -+ xy. 
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Let X=x, Y = xy/( 1 +x), Z = z/( 1 + x). Then K(x, y, z) = K(X, Y, 2) and 
a: x-+1/x, Y+Z-+ Y 
p: x-+x, Y-Z-t Y. 
We now proceed exactly as in Case 1 above. In fact, the action of (a/I, /3} 
on {X, Y, Z} is identical with the action of {M, fi} on {x, y, z} in the case 
p(G) = W,,( 174). Thus we have also shown that W,,( 174) and W,,( 174) 
are conjugate as subgroups of Aut, K(x, y, z). 
Case 3. p(G)= W,(lS7). Here G= (x,/J) with 
Then it is clear that g2 and p coincide on K(y, 2) and therefore the orders 
of the restrictions of G to K( y, z) and to K(x) are 4 and 2 (resp. ). Since 
order(G) = 8, then 
and is hence rational by [6, Theorem] (or by [S, Theorem 5) or by 
Theorem 3 after a change of base as in Case 1). 
Case 3’. p(G) = Wr(191). Here G = (a, fi) with 
cc: x+x,y+z+z/y(-+l/y) 
p: x-+ l/.X, y-+ l/&z+ l/z. 
Then it is clear that ~1~ and p coincide on K( y, z.) and therefore the orders 
of the restrictions of G to K( y, z) and to K(x) are 6 and 2 (resp.). Since 
order(G) = 12, then 
K(x, y, ZIG = K(xfG. K( y, z)C= K(x)(8) . K( y, z)<X> 
and is hence rational by [6]. 
Case 4. p(G) = W,,(174). Here G= (a, fl) with 
a: x--, l/X, y+z+ y 
p: x-+xz/y, y-z+ y. 
By inspection, one sees that 
x=xz+y/x, Y=y+z,Z=yz 
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are invariant under G. Also, [K(x, y, z) : K(X, Y, Z)] < 4 (because 
[K(y,z):K(Y, Z)] =2 and [K(x, y, z): K(X, y,z)]=2). Since [X(x, y,z): 
K(x, y, z)“] = 4, it follows that K(x y, z)’ = X(X, Y, 2). 
Case 5. p(G) = W,,(i74). Here G = (x, j?) with 
a: x+ l/x, y+z+y 
/?: x -+ l/x, J’ -+ x/z, z --+ l/XL’. 
Replacing x, y, and z (resp.) by y, z and x/z, one obtains that 
a: x --, 4’ -+ x, z -+ l/xyz 
a: x--tz+x, I’--+ l/“xytcyz. 
If char(K) # 2, let 
x=xz, Y=yz 
~=(l-x)/(t+X),~=(l-Y)/(1+Y) 
Z=z(l +t)(l +q). 
Then L = K(x, y, z) = K(X, Y, z) = K(<, q, z) = K([, g, 2) and 
a: x-t l/X, Y + l/Y, z -+ z/XY, 
i"-+ -4,rl+ -q,z-+z; 
p: x-+x, Y-+ l/Y,z-*X/z, 
~~~,r~~-~,Z-,(1-~2)(1-~2f/Z. 
Let U = 51, I’= t/q, IV= Z/( 1 - UV). Then 
L’=K(U, V,Z)=K(U, V, W) 
and 
B(U)= -U,B(V)= -V,@(W)= w-‘(l-U/~)/(l-~~). 
Since /I(W) is linear fractional in U (over K( V, W)), then 
L”= K(K K P(W)) (2) 
and the action of /? is linear (of order 2). Therefore LG= (L”)” is rational 
by Theorem 3. 
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If char(K) = 2, let 
x = xz, Y = yz 
4=1/(1+X),yI=l/(l+Y) 
2 = z&. 
Then L = K(x, y, z) = K(X, Y, z) = K(& q, z) = K(t, q, Z) and 
CI: x-+ l/X, Y--t l/Y, 2 -+ z/XY, 
~+l+~,~-+l+yl,Z-+z; 
p: x-+x, Y-+l/Y,z-+X/z, 
~~E,II-,1+11,z~ir(l+5)9(1+rl)/Z. 
Let U=<(<+ I), V=c+q, W=Z/U. Then 
L”=K(U, V,Z)=K(U, V, W) 
and 
/3(U)=U,jqv)=1+V,/qw)=u-‘(v~+V+U) w-‘. 
Since fl( IV) is linear fractional in U (over K( V, W)), then 
L”= K(V, W, fl( W)) (3) 
and the action of p is affme (of order 2). Therefore LG = (Lx)” is again 
rational by Theorem 3. 
Case 6. p(G) = W,( 187). Here, G = (c1,fl, y > with 
y(x)= l/x, y(y)= l/y, y(z)= l/z 
and with c( and p acting as in Case 5 (= W,,( 174)). 
If char(K) # 2, then by (2) (of Case 5), 
La = 4 V, W, P( WI 
with /? acting linearly. Also it is direct to check that 
Y(V)== v, Y( w = B( W), YM W)) = w. 
Therefore (the Klein group) (B, y} acts linearly on L” and therefore 
LG = (L”)<a> Y> . IS rational by Theorem 3. 
If char(K) = 2, then by (3) (of Case 5), 
L”=KfV, W, 8(W)) 
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with fi acting afflnely. Also it is direct to check that 
I4 V) = K Y( w = P( WI7 ,AP( 4) = w. 
Hence (/?, y) acts affinely on L” and therefore LG = (L”)<“~y’ is rational by 
Theorem 3. 
Case 7. p(G) = W,( 187). Here G = (LX, fl) with 
a(: x -+ x, I‘ + z -+ x/y -+ x/z + y 
/I: x+ l/x, I’-+ l/y,z+ l/z. 
Let 
x= y+z+x/y+x/z, Y = z/y, z = x/yz. 
Then X= y( 1 + Y)( 1 + Z) and therefore 
K(x, y, z) = K(X, Y, Z). 
Also 
x: x+x, Y-Z+ l/Y 
8: x+ u/x, Y+ l/Y, z+ l/Z, 
where 
Let 
u= [(l + Y)2(1 +Z)‘]/YZ. 
Note that tx2 and /? coincide on K( Y, Z) and therefore 
[K(Y,Z):K(Y,Z)“)=[K(Y,Z):K(Y,Z)‘”’]=4. 
Note also that UE K( Y, Z)” and hence 
[K( Y, Z)“(X):K( Y, z)G(()] = 2. 
Therefore [K( Y, Z, X):K( Y, Z)“(t)] = 8 = order(G). Also, K( Y, Z)‘(t) s 
K(X, Y, Z)“. Hence 
K(X, Y, Z)G= K( Y, Z)G(() = K( Y, z)+>(5) 
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and is therefore rational by [6, Theorem]. 
Case 8. p(G) = W,( 187). Here G = (~1, /I, y ) with 
6: x --f l/x* y 4 -’ + 3’ 
p: x -+ y/x& J‘ -+ r/k> z -+ r/y. 
y: I-+ l/x. y-* l/&z-, f/z. 
Let 
X=xz/(y+z), Y=.Y, z = 2. 
Then K(x, y, z) = K(X, Y, Z) and 
cc x3 u/x, Y4Z-t Y 
p: x-t u/x, Y-+ t/z, z-, l/Y, 
where 
Let 
u = YZ/( Y + Z)2. 
5: I= x-l” u/x. 
Note that a@ and y coincide on K( Y, Z) and therefore 
[K(Y, Z):K(Y, Z)“] = [K(Y, Zf:K(Y, Zy->-J =4. 
Note also that UE K( Y, Z)G and hence 
[iq Y> z)G(X):K( Y, Z)“(l)] = 2. 
Therefore [K( Y, Z, X):K( Y, Z)G(g)] = 8 = order(G). Also, K( Y, Z)G(5) c 
rC(.X> Y, Z)c. Therefore 
and is hence rational by [6, Theorem]. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. REMARKS 
If K is algebraically closed, then using Castelnuovo and Zariski’s 
Theorem f: is] (instead of Luroth’s) in the proofof Theorem I, one obtains 
the following stronger version of Theorem 1: 
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THEOREM 5. Let K be an algebraicaliy closed,field, let K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) 
be the rationai function field of n variables over K, and let G be a finite group 
of K-automorphisms of’ K(.x, , x2, . . . . x,). Suppose that for each a E G, 
and 
a(xj) = a,(afx, + hi(a) for 3<iin, 
where a,(a)EK(x,, x2, . . . . x,_,)\(O) and bi(a)EK(x,, x2, . . . . xjel). Then 
the fixed field K(x, , x2, . . . . x,)~ is purely transcendental over K. 
Also, even when the a;(a), b,(a) in Theorem 1 are in the polynomial ring 
NIX, 2 x2, .-., x,], the ring K[x,, x2, . . . . x,,]’ of invariants need not be 
a polynomial ring. However, it is quite possible to find t,, y,, . . . . yn E 
&xi, x2, . . . . x,] so that K(x,, x2, . . . . x,,)‘=K(yl, y2, . . . . y,). In this 
respect, we have 
THEOREM 6. Let K be any field, Iet K[x,, x2, . . . . x,] be the polynomial 
ring in n variables over K, let K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) be its quotient field, and let 
G be a finite group of K-automorphisms of K(x, , x1, . . . . x,). Suppose that for 
each a E G, 
a(xi)=ai(a)xi+bj(a) for 1 <,<ibn, 
where a,(a)~K[x,, x2 ,..., xi_; J\(Of andb;(o)E K[x,, x2 ,..., xi_,]. Assume 
that for each i, 1 < i 6 n, K[x, , xz, . . . . xi] is a Galois extension of Ai in the 
sense of [2, Chap.3, Sect. l] where Ai= {a~K[x,,x, ,..., xi]: a(cl)==a 
‘da E G}. Then there are polynomials y,, y2, . . . . y,, in K[x,, x2, . . . . x,] so that 
ax, 1 x2, .I., xJG=K(y,, ~2, . ..> Y,). 
Proof Examining the proof of Theorem 1, it s&ices to show that y,? 
therein is a polynomial. 
Adopting the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 1, it is clear that 
y and cr( y) are polynomials and that a(y) = a(a)y + b(o) with a(o), b(a) E 
ax, f x2, vs.3 x,- 11. 
Now examine the proof of Hilbertsatz 90 [ 13, Proposition 2, p. 1501. 
When a(a)EK[xi, x2, . . ..x._~]\(O), we can find a polynomial 
a E K[x,, x2, . . . . x,,- 1] \ (0) such that 
a(a) = cc/a(a). 
Hence j = cry is a polynomial in K[x,, x2, . . . . x,] and therefore j, a(J), 
and c(a) = a(j) - J are polynomials. 
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Again if c(a) is a polynomial in K[x,, x2, . . . . x,- ,I, examine the proof 
of Noether’s Theorem. The assumption that K[x,, x2, . . . . x,- 1] is Galois 
over A, _ 1 guarantees the existence of a polynomial u E K[x,, x2, . . . . X, _ 1] 
so that 
u:= c o(u)=1 
UEGIH 
by [2, Corollary 2.3, p. 941. Setting 
it follows that 
40.) =P - m. 
Hence y, = jj + fi is a polynomial in K[x,, x2, . . . . x,], as desired. 
We finally remark that in regard to Theorem 4, the corresponding 
problem concerning the rationality of two-dimensional algebraic tori is 
settled in [17] and the the solution to the three-dimensional case has very 
recently been published in [lo]. There, one takes a finite subgroup G of 
GL(n, Z) and lets its act as a group of automorphisms on the free abelian 
(multiplicatively written) group (x1, x2, . . . . x,) as described by (*) with 
a,(a) = 1 and then instead of studying the rationality (over K) of 
K(X,? x2, ***, x,)’ with G acting trivially on K, one studies the rationality 
(again over K) of R(x,, x2, . . . . x,)’ for a Galois extension R of K with 
Galois group G. 
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